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Summary:

The purpose of the present study was to evaluate theoretically the

effect of coolant boiling and subsequent void formation in a pressurized

D^O moderated and cooled reactor. The fuel rods were arranged in a

cluster geometry and clad in Zr-2. The coolant was separated from the

moderator by a Zr-2 shroud. In this geometry the following problems have

been given special attention: l) calculation of the effective resonance in-

tegral, 2) thermal disadvantage factors, 3) fast fission effects, 4) leakage

effects, 5) changes in epithermal absorption. No account has up to now been

taken of the variation of these effects with position in the reactor and fournup.

Some comparisons of the theoretical methods and measurements have been

attempted. It is concluded that at the present time it is not possible to cal-

culate the void coefficient with any accuracy but it may be possible to give

an upper limit from theoretical consideration.

(This paper has been presented to the "Symposium on Reactor Physics

Calculations" arranged by the European Atomic Energy Society, March 21-

23, 1960.)
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Reactor,

An attempt has been made to calculate the effect on reactivity of re-

moving all the D_O-coolant from the 19-rod elements intended for the

Swedish R3/ADAM reactor. This report only gives some very preliminary

results and it should be emphasized from the beginning that these results

are liable to very large errors because the net effect is composed of se-

veral quite large effects with opposite signs and consequently an accurate

evaluation requires an accuracy in the lattice parameters, which is beyond

reach with our available theoretical methods.

No detailed description of the methods of calculation will be given

here as they have been reported elsewhere earlier (l:, 2). However, it

has been considered necessary to use refined methods in some cases and

these will be briefly outlined.

One of the most difficult effects to calculate is the change in the re-

sonance escape probability due to coolant removal. This effect is essen-

tially composed of two others with opposite signs,, The positive one is the

decrease of the effective resonance integral which under certain circum-

stances makes the void coefficient very large and positive. The negative

one is the reduced moderation caused by D2O removal. In (1) and (2) the

method of Carlvik and Pershageii (3) has been used to evaluate the effec-

tive resonance integral of the cluster. Their method is essentially a

Dancoff-Ginsburg correction but the geometry is approximated as consis-

ting of circular cylinders surrounded by homogeneous fuel material. It

would seem that their method should severely Lxnderestimate the efficiency

of the "inner surfaces" as first of all not all the'D~O is taken into account

and secondly the approximation consists of removing the coolant from the

immediate vincinity of the fuel rods, where it is most effective, and con-

sidering it as a circular cylinder. That He 11 strand (3) obtains quite good
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agreement between calculated and experimental results must until further

evidence is given be considered as fortuitious. In order to remedy the

situation a program for the Swedish Facit EDB computer has been deve-

lopped, which, using a Monte Carlo technique for solving the extremely

complicated integral involved, when calculating the Bancoff-Ginsburg cor-

rection in our geometry, gives the effective surface of the fuel bundle for

the actual geometry. The results of some calculations with this program

have already been reported (4) but for convenience the results for Hell-

strand's clusters are reproduced here.

TABLE 1.

7-rod cluster

Coolant

Air

RI

exp

'13. 8

14. 5

RI

13.7

14.4

Rcp

13.7

14.2

19-rod cluster

Coolant

Air

D2Q

RI
exp

12.1

12. 8

RIPG

11.6

12.9

RI

11.8

12. 5

27-rod cluster

' Coolant

Air

RI
exp

i i . e

12.5

RIDG

11.2

•12.6

RIcp

12.0

12,7

As is seen from these figures the agreement between experiment and

the results RI which have been obtained with Carlvik and Pershagen's



method are better than those obtained with the more refined method. How-

ever, as appears plausible from the more detailed results of (4) this is

due to the cancellation of the error in the geometrical approximation and

that committed when neglecting the finite rod penetrability for resonance

neutrons. There are also other approximations which may be of importance

but it seems impossible to include these in the treatment as not even their

signs are easy to predict without making use of far too complicated method£.

Unfortunately it is impossible to draw any definite conclusions out of the

experiments by Hellstrand as the efficiency of the inner surfaces is so small

that quite poor methods may give reasonable results. However, the Dancoff-

Ginsburg correction would be expected to give quite accurate results, when

the rod spacing is large and the. rod penetrability thus is of but minor

importance, provided an effective slowing down cross-section can be found.

Exactly how wide a spacing is required to make that assumption valid is

of course impossible to predict but at any rate one should obtain safe re-

sults in the sense that one is sure to overestimate the positive contribution

to the void coefficient. To the extent that buckling determinations can be

considered as integral measurements of the effective resonance integral

there is some further evidence that our assumption that the Bancoff-Gins-

burg correction gives the effective surface quite accurately for widely

spaced fuel rods in the calculations for the Halden boiling water reactor (6).

These calculations have been performed on very widely spaced 6 and 7 rod

clusters and a much better agreement between theory and experiment is

obtained when the above mentioned programme for the Dancoff-Ginsbarg

correction is used than when utilizing the simple method of Carlvik and

Pershagen. Of course this phenomenon may be due to other errors in the

theory but at least it does not contradict our assumption.

The negative effect on the resonance escape probability is estimated

in the standard way by using an exponential formula of the type

B NQ VQ I f f

P = exp I I where B is a correction factor for
v s s' m
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the space variation of the slowing down density and where V is the total

amount of heavy water in the lattice cell.

The fast fission factor « may cause a serious reactivity increase as

a result of coolant removal. As it was felt that the present methods were

unsatisfactory a computer programme has been prepared which performs

a heterogeneous calculation of essentially the same type as that given by

Naudet (5). Naudet, however, bases the definition of e on the number of

neutrons that escape to the moderator, and thus neglects slowing down

inside.the fuel element. Of course this is of no importance when dealing

with solid rods or gas cooled clusters but in the case of a heavy water

coolant this effect ought to be included. Carlvik and Pershagen (12) have

already given a homogeneous method and computed cross-sections where

this extra slowing down is taken into account. In the particular- case of

the R-3 reactor, however, the effect proved to be of negligible importance

as is seen from table 2. As a matter of fact even the homogeneous' treat-

ment with an approximate hetefogenity correction given by G Andersson (2)

gives sufficient accuracy in that case in spite of the fact that the latter

correction differs by a factor of 2 from the corresponding quantity resul-

ting from the heterogeneous calculation.

TABLE 2.

Design 1
no void

Design 1
void

Design 2
no void

Design 2
void

e
Homogeneous
Naudet's def.

1.0236

1.0283

1.0221

1. 0274

Heterogeneous
Naudefs def.

1.0246

1. 0289

1.0233

1.0281 :

e
Homogeneou's
Our def.

1.0257

1. 0301

1. 0241

1.0291

e
Heterogeneoi,
Our def.

1.0269

1.0308

1.0254

1.0298
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The dominant and usually only negative effect of void formation is the

increased leakage of neutrons from the core. The classical way of- calcu-

lating this effect is to use two group theory for the geometric buckling and

to apply Behrens corrections to the migration area> Recently, however,

P Benoist (7) has developped a theory for. calculating the latter effect,

which appears much more satisfactory than that of Bejirens. An. attempt_

has been made by R Naudet to verify this theory by comparing it with ex-

periments in Aquilon (8). This attempt, however, showed a discrepancy

between theory and experiment, but it is.not yet clear if theory is to bê

.blamed for this discrepancy. Because it was not known exactly how the

calculations were done and what primary-data were used, and also because

it was necessary to evaluate the migration areas in other geometries a

computer programme was prepared and run through for the Aquilon experi-

ment. The results are given in Table 3. Some slight modifications of

Benoist's results will be given here for completeness. • One of these only

consists of correcting a slight misprint in; (8) and the othérrtme of exten-

ding the formulas to a three region problem where all mean free paths

are finitite. The starting point for the calculations is Benoiofs formula (23).

•• ' " S V. <jv \ : P . . .
1 ii l ! J *J»k

D, = — -^ for the diffusion coefficient
k 3 S V. ^

i

D, in the k:th direction expressed as a sum over all the different regions

in the lattice cell. The V.:s are
i

free path and P.. , is given by

in the lattice cell. The V.:s are volumes, the $• fluxes, the X. total mean
i ' i i

i r r e - < S R ) 2
P.. = i ') dT J d7\ T • 3,Q f

1 J ' k V X (j) (i) 1 4 , R^ k

Here (SR) is the optical path length between r and r 'and R = }r - r '

is the component of the unit vector Q in the k:th direction. This formulation
i " "'k
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presupposes that the correlation between the first path and the following

ones can be neglected. However, in (8) the first and second order correc-

tion terms are given and these expressions have been used in our cal-

culations. Also one has to apply a small correction for the finite size of

the system which, however, is of negligible importance except for rather

small reactors. Another correction which is given in (8) is due to the

non-uniform flux in the various regions but as there are two effects of this

kind which partially cancel and also because of the large uncertainty in

this rather small effect it has been neglected. Judging from the numerical

results given by Benoist this approximation is safe in the sense that the

diffusion coefficient is underestimated in most cases and thus one obtains

a too high value of the void coefficient.

In order to treat the expression for P.. , numerically one must

specify the geometry. It turns out that only the case of rotational symmetry

gives formulas of reasonable of reasonable complexity. Introduce the

following notations

fl P % -T" Pcc,k

W = u P T = u p
k r cu, k kr uu, k

u u

Where r is the average chord length in the region and the indices

correspond to the various regions according to the figure
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Also JP , + P ' , = P , and P ' is the probability associated with
cc, k cc, k cc, k cc, u r 3

neutrons which have passed through the central region u without making

a collision. The various P.. . are connected by the following reciprocity

and conservation relations (8)

V. \ . P.. , = V. X. P.. ,
i j ij, k j i ji, k

S P..

Using these and generalizing Benoisf's results to the case of finite cross-

section in all regions one obtains after some algebra

D.k

m

= 1 +
v
v" 1 - m

T"
c

T m

W. r Vk u c

t m
1 - m

u

m

c

QfeVc'c

v/here the $.:s are the average fluxes in the i:th regions and 4- is their

volume weighted average. With the method given by Benoist to evaluate the

integrals one easily obtains a closed expression also in this case.
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p
cu.

- X/\
.-, c ' u

„ K «/ d T , J d T , 5
V c u (u) l (c) * 4 ir RZ

*

where xf is the distance as a function of the angles from the point r , to che

boundary of the region c and X the corresponding magnitude in region u.

The first integration over -d can now be performed giving

cu, k ~ V
d T

c u
( 4 i r ) - e

v/here i3", is the total chord length in region c. This integral can be t rans-

formed to an integral over the surface S
u

. = •=— *- as
cu, k v , K i _ v

c ( u ) ( 2 T T )
4-7T 1 - e

-X./K1' u
1 - e 3 f i

with the same notation for X as for xf. and JJ. the cosine of the angle between

Q and the normal to the surface. Due to the rotational symmetry the integra-

tion over ds is immediate and writing

1 sin W

1 sinfc) one finally obtains

2 a
-T- • / d

O
-y- • v u. Cp COS Cp

^ Z 2 . . . ? i i i
/ d9 sin"© j 1 + exp-̂ l — ,
0. • . •

2 "H cos cp + £ (A. / 1 - a*1 sin^cp - a cos
i i~ c o s

- exp - Zr\ —:—
r ! ' sm

- exp i - s i n
2 2

1 - a sin 9 - a cos cp
3 K



Using exactly the same technique we obtain

L a
Tr/2 ir/2 2

/ ' d cp cos cp ,f d © sin 0 ~j 1 - exp
s i n

, 2 . 2
1 - S IR cp

- a cos cp

C O S

s in 3 a

k -I fl —
•n L 1TTl

•ff/2 ir/2
2 /"• p 2 2 1

<i dcp c o s cp J d © s i n © • 3 Q, f 1 - e

2 n cos cp
sin"®

*k HT-oJ

TT/2

1 - •

/ 2 /

a f cos cp / . s i n 2 © d © . 3S2.

0 0

1 - exp - l - a sin cp - a cos cp
arc sin c

f
+ J cos 9 d cp

0

sin © d © • 3 &,'_ • -{ I - exp I - ^ ( cos cp - A / a - sin cp

IT/2 TT/2

<f c o s cp d cp • / s i n © d © • 3 Q , «

0

1 - exp 2 g cos cp
bin '©

I
arcsin a

where we have introduced the dimensiohless parameters

£ = TJ = • a = a/c
u
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The integrands can be written using the functions

IT/2, ' -x/sin ©

E (x) = e sin @ d ©
m 0

which have been tabulated M: Saclay whereafter the integrals axe easily

evaluated by a computer.

The cross-section changes due to the different thermal spectra in

the standard and void cases have not been evaluated as no satisfactory

theory seems to be available at the present time. However, a rough

estimate of the change in epithermal absorption properties has been made

using V/estcott formalism and calculating the effective r--factor in the.fu^l

by the following formulae which is easily derived from neutron balance

considerations

IT LI

-B 2 T

P * e • y „ - v T, 'J' - B
x _ fuel f

*• 3 J s ' raod ' mod

The numerical value is quite insensitive to which value of the cut off energy

\x is used. B is the same correction for non-constant slowing down density

as appears in p except that the lower energy limit in this case is taken as

As an additional effect which is usually not included in standard

calculations we have considered the effect on the thermal utilization of

the thermal neutron source in the fuel element due to slowing down in the

coolant. Using diffusion theory one obtains the following formulae.
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f = thermal utilization neglecting absorption in materials having
approximately the same neutron flux ao the fuel

fp = corresponding quantity, no source

f

g =

= Io

1"

• g

q
i z

^aT
V l "

2

S l
+•

G2
S l
S 2

V l ]

where index one refers
to me fuel element and
two to the moderator.

S. and S7 are the source strengths per unit volume. The formulas for the

disadvantage factors which have been used in the machine programme are

essentially those of Kushneriuk (9) which it is hoped will give reasonable

results even in the case of no coolant. The effect of the thermal source

proved to be practically negligible. Otherwide it would have had to be

included in L as well as in f.

In figure 1 a comparison is given between measured and calculated

values for a 19~rod cluster with UO~ rods (diameter 1.28 cm). The

measurements have been performed in the FCTR at Hanford (10). In

addition to.integral measurements with and without D?O in the shroud

Oakes (ll) has measured the resonance escape probability and the fast

fission factor. He obtains with D9O p = 0. 868 - 0. 0087 and e = 1, 0178 »

- 0. 0017 whereas the fitted parameters reported in (10) are p = 0. 873 -

- 0. 014 and '(] = 1, 321 - 0. 024. Using our methods and particularly that

of Carlvik-Pershagen for the effective resonance integral we obtain

t] = 1.3310, p = 0.8693, e = 1.01085. The r\ discrepancy is probably due

to the use of an effective neutron temperature equal to the moderator

temperature but provided the neutron temperature remains approximately

the same this does not affect the void coefficient results. (This of course

is not necessarily the case.) The p value using the Dancoff-Ginsb-arg

correction is 0. 8664 so unfortunately no conclusion can be drawn as to

which method to use out of this comparison :>£ absolute values. The diffe-

rence between the two methods is much greater, in the geometry which we

finally want to treat and also the volume ratio -me i j ö lower, a fact
mod
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that makes the negative "moderation effect" in the resonance escape pro-

bability smaller and thus enhances the probability of a positive void coeffi-

cient. An examination of figure 1 shows that, considering the experimental

error which is indicated in (10) to be of the order -• 0, 005 in log -*— ,

both methods give reasonable results although the Dancoff-Ginsburg cor-

rection appears to reproduce the differential effect better in this parti-

cular case. The ratio of V, , /V ' , , which in this case is 1.067, is
fuel7 coolant

for our 19-rod elements 1. 124 and"0. 899 in the two different designs so

at least it seems difficult to exclude the Dancoff-Ginsburg results in that

case where it , as will appear below, gives a much higher value for the

void coefficient than the method of Carlvik-Pershagen.

In the table below are given the results of the calculations for the

Aquilon experiment on 4> 44 mm solid metal rods surrounded by $ 106 mm

coolant in a square lattice pitch of 2,10 mm

TABL3 3.

i

The rmal
i t

•Fast
n

no void

void

no void

void

D

0.

1.

1.

1.

821

098

283

660

0

1

1

Dz

. 822

.297

,285

.093 ,
- -

m

m

= 2.

= 3.

50

9 4 ' •

These results are compared with those obtained with Behren's theory

including the correction for flux depression in the void region.
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TABLE 4.

Using the values obtained with Benoist's method and calculating the

parameter

1
t

s l
2:

S !

- - o2

o .

D.
i r

with Sj and S~ equal

to
L2B2

and
1 + T'

respectively one obtains

t - 1. 312 which should be compared to a reported calculated value (8) of

1. 308 and an experimental value of 1. 195 - 0. 03. (These values were

reported revised by J Bussac at this symposium, the new values being

exp. t = 1.24, theory 1. 29.) One way of reducing this discrepany would
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seem to be to include the effect of correlation between successive paths

beyond the zeroth and first ones which have now been taken into account

but the calculations very soon become prohibitive and it appears extremely

unlikely that this approximation could account for the total error. It should

also be pointed out that the void fraction in this case is extremely large

and that the error in the calculation of void coefficients is likely to be

smaller.

Finally we give the results of the calculations for the R3 reactor.

The fuel elements are made up of 19 17 mm oxide rods (density at

20 C 10. 5 g/cm ) clad in 0. 7 mm Zr-2 with, a square lattice spacing

of 27 cm. The fuel element bundle is surrounded by a Zr-2 shroud of

0. 75 mm thickness. Two different arrangements have been considered

no. 1 with an average rod spacing of 21. 8 mm and shroud i. d. 107. 5 mm

and no. 2 with 23. 1 mm rod spacing and 113. 0 shroud i. d.
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17.

is obtained with
PDG

a Dancoff-Ginsburg correc-
A pCPtion and — using the
P C P

method of Carlvik-Pers-

hagen.

All effects have been cal-

culated at a moderator

temperature of 220 C.

As is clear from these figures there is a striking discrepancy

between the results obtained with the two different methods for calcu-

lating the effective resonance integrals. The tendency when increasing

the coolant area is reversed when one uses the other method. This fact

is quite unsatisfactory as the tendency is to construct more widely spaced

fuel clusters for future full scale power reactors. If there is a chance of

obtaining large, |3ositive void coefficients this may cause serious trouble

and the question can be raised if there, in that case, is any future at all
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in boiling heavy water reactors. Also until experimental verification of the

calculated leakage effects is obtained one cannot be quite sure to have ob-

tained an upper limit of the void coefficient even when using the Bancoff-

Ginsburg correction. Finally we- v/ant to point out the necessicy of studying

spectral effects thoroughly before any definite results can be given.
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